
WRITE AHEAD LOG IN DBMS EXAMPLES

Whenever we are executing a transaction, there are two tasks â€“ one to perform the transaction and update DB,
another one is to update the log files. But when.

WAL also makes it possible to support on-line backup and point-in-time recovery, as described in Section  On
success, the pragma will return the string "wal". However, with older versions of SQLite, the same page might
be written into the WAL file multiple times if the transaction grows larger than the page cache. How WAL
Works The traditional rollback journal works by writing a copy of the original unchanged database content
into a separate rollback journal file and then writing changes directly into the database file. Disabling the
automatic checkpoint mechanism. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. The changes are first
recorded in the log, which must be written to stable storage, before the changes are written to the database.
This repeats until some checkpoint is able to complete. When the last connection to a database closes, that
connection does one last checkpoint and then deletes the WAL and its associated shared-memory file, to clean
up the disk. Because the WAL can be growing and adding new commit records while various readers connect
to the database, each reader can potentially have its own end mark. Backwards Compatibility 1. The log file is
written sequentially, and so the cost of syncing the log is much less than the cost of flushing the data pages.
SQLite will automatically take care of it. Moving the WAL file transactions back into the database is called a
"checkpoint". But presumably every read transaction will eventually end and the checkpointer will be able to
continue. The following bullets enumerate some of the ways that this can happen and how to avoid them.
Specialized applications for which the default implementation of shared memory is unacceptable can devise
alternative methods via a custom VFS. The log file is written to disk at key moments, such as at transaction
commit. This is roll-forward recovery, also known as REDO. There are advantages and disadvantages to using
WAL instead of a rollback journal. According to this protocol, writes of permanent data are written to a log
file that contains the records representing updates. The purpose of this can be illustrated by an example. In
other words, a process can interact with a WAL database without using shared memory if that process is
guaranteed to be the only process accessing the database. Modern file systems typically use a variant of WAL
for at least file system metadata called journaling. These factors combine to make checkpoints slower than
write transactions. On the other hand, read performance deteriorates as the WAL file grows in size since each
reader must check the WAL file for the content and the time needed to check the WAL file is proportional to
the size of the WAL file. The WAL file exists for as long as any database connection has the database open.
Advantages include: WAL is significantly faster in most scenarios. If an application therefore runs checkpoint
in a separate thread or process, the main thread or process that is doing database queries and updates will
never block on a sync operation. Checkpointing Of course, one wants to eventually transfer all the transactions
that are appended in the WAL file back into the original database. For transactions larger than about
megabytes, traditional rollback journal modes will likely be faster. WAL provides more concurrency as
readers do not block writers and a writer does not block readers. You must be in a rollback journal mode to
change the page size.


